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CHANGING FACE OF
CATERING INDUSTRY

C

atering plays an integral
part for the success of any
event like social gathering or
marriage. In the wake of the
nature of this business, the
catering industry has largely
remain unaffected by economic slowdown.
Till the time people celebrate, there is always
business for us says Dipak Nath, who runs a
family based catering service in Tamil Nadu.
Hotels and catering industry as we know
started in India late in the 19th century was
more of a need based service. In ancient times,
a Brahmin or a traveler never worried about
his meals as India is a nation which believes
in “Atithi Devo Bhava” hence providing a meal
to a Brahmin or a Musafir, was more looked
upon as a noble deed or “Punya”
As the centuries progressed and even
during the mughal rule, it was a common
practice to host a man from the neighboring
state or country, however during the later
part of the 18th Century, and new Era of the
East India Company by the British, things
started becoming professional.
English cooks or stewards came to India
and a different way of preparing meals
and serving the same was witnessed. With
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the advent of the railways in the mid-19th
Century and with the railway restaurant or
catering being introduced, the concept of a
formal of caterers came into the scenario in
India. Small hotels and clubs were becoming
part of everyday life in India for those who
could afford to eat out.
India is a country of innumerable
festivities. With a ceremony almost every
week and numerous social gatherings,
personal and official, Indians are always
preparing the menu for the gatherings.
And thus, we witnessed the growth of the
Catering Industry.
Even a decade ago, during a social
gathering including a large number of guests,
it was the family members who usually
cooked during such festivals or gatherings.
People were living in joint familes and a
close knit neighbouring friendship came
handy during a marriage or festival.
But with the recent shift to nuclear families
with mostly a single female in the household,
its next to impossible to organise Food &
Beverage for a bigger gathering. Earlier people
used to hire a “ Cook” or a “Maharaj” but with
too many limitations of hiring a single cook, the
easiest option which has no alternative was to

hire professional caterers.
Apart from the social gatherings and
festive occasions, the formal events,
seminars, conferences and other business
related events also require professional
catering services. The demand of personal
and professional occassions have added to
the success of the catering industry.
Today there are not only companies
who operate as caterers but also a number
of leading hotels have started their catering
services which also gives you the option of
customized menu which one might not find
with regular caterers.
Though previously caterers were meant
to take orders for larger goups and had a
cut off for a number of minimum people,
today there are many startup companies
who are trying to supply food to the needs
of the individual customers or a small group
of people.
“People are now availing catering
services for even 25-50 people. We take
orders for kids parties, ladies lunches
and even smaller family gatherings. The
customers today trims the list or cut menu
prices to save cost”, says an employee of a
top Pizza Joint based in New Delhi
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CHOOSING THE RIGHT CATERERS
FOR INDIAN WEDDINGS

I

n India, a wedding is more than
the holy union of two people.A
wedding is a big deal, and the
way that the wedding turns out
is important.It is an opportunity
to celebrate and indulge .Indian
Weddings are never boring. We all know
why. Yes, you guessed right! The massive
spread of food and the other festivities of
course! No wedding is complete without
a plethora of good food and satisfied
guests.
For Indians, no celebration is
complete without dance, lights, clothes,
and the most important of all, food.
Any wedding is considered incomplete
without delicious food.Anyone who has
already walked down the aisle would
know the nervous feeling when it comes
to planning the D - Day.
In some parts of India, the arrangement
of the wedding day -food is done by the
parents of the bride. Though the menu is
decided according to their wish, at times
the approval of the groom’s family is also
taken. The groom’s family is given
prime importance in any wedding
alliance and therefore, the
preparation of the food
is prepared in the
best
possible
manner,
in
order
to
p l e a s e
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them.For the guests too, the first thing
that comes in the mind seeing an
invitation card is the food. In fact, often
the looks of the card is used in gauging the
quality of food that is likely to be served
at the wedding. The party thrown at a
wedding remains etched in the memory
of the invitees forever and mostly, the
social status of the hosts are decided on
the basis of the delicacies they offer. If
you think you have a choice in taking your
pick at the party, you will be surprised to
know that despite the various counters at
the venue, you will find the same dishes
haunting you at every wedding.
Therefore when it comes to the food
served at the wedding, you want to
make sure that there are good wedding
caterers on hand to help with the event
and to serve dishes that the guests will
love. Food is a big part of the wedding,
and you want to find the right caterers
wedding options.
As you plan your wedding Food and

caterer, there are many factors to be
work upon before finalizing one. As you
are picking out wedding caterers, make
sure that you pay attention to all of your
options and that you choose to turn to
those who will make your event go as
smooth as possible. Find the help that
you are seeking in those who are going
to watch out for your guests and in those
who will make your event go by as good
as it possibly can. Choose caterers who
are ready for the job.
The menu of an Indian wedding
completely depends on the Religion
and State. A Hindu Wedding will have a
different catering so will a Muslim and
Christian Wedding. However with the new
trend of glamarising marriages, there
has been a major fusion in Foods says
Mr. Mahesh Shetty owner of a renowned
Catering service in Mumbai”
Today the Indian wedding are
going through a dramatic change, the
traditional cuisines are getting a major
makeover with International Cusiines,
Chaat Counters, Cakes N Pastries and
of course the food is incomplete
without appetisers being
Continue on page 12

Continue from page 10

CHOOSING THE
RIGHT CATERERS FOR
INDIAN WEDDINGS

DID YOU KNOW?

T

he Hotel of Ice in Romania is
built every year using bricks
made from ice from the nearby

Balea Lake. The innovative hotel can
be reached from Balea Cascada using
a cable car. The Ice Hotel has an Ice
church where religious ceremonies
take place. Interestingly, this Hotel has
everything made of Ice – from Ice beds
to ice tables and ice chairs. Even the
most cold dishes here are served in Ice
plates.
OBEROI GROUP TO OPEN HIGH-END
HOTEL IN MARRAKECH

I

ndian hospitality major the Oberoi
Group will soon be opening its longawaited luxury hotel in Marrakech,

Morocco. The high-end hotel will be
opened under the Oberoi brand in
December. The luxurious hotel sits
on 28-acres of lush gardens, fragrant
citrus orchards and olive groves. The
served along with a welcome drink.
The appetizers are usually both
vegetarian and non vegetarian to cater
to all guest. It can comprise of traditional
starter meals of the specific region the
couple belongs to. In some regional
weddings, drinks are also served. At
times, there are even separate counters
or stalls for beverages. Speaking to us on
this new trand Mr. Tapan Das, whose only
son married last year said “ We never had
this trend of Chaat Counters or Salad Bar
in Bengali weddings even a decade ago,
but with the new generation guests who
are weight conscious, global citizens, we
have to keep their taste in mind” says,
Gautam Sen who runs a catering business
since last 25 years in Kolkata “
So why is it so important to hire the
right Wedding Caterer? Here are the main
reasons why:Guests with Different Needs
A professional Wedding Caterer will be
able to identify any special needs your
guests for example Senior Citizens, “Vrat
Ka Khana”, Diebetic Food, Jain Food or
food allergies the guests may have.
Multi Cultural Baraati
If its a multi-cultural wedding or guests
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from different cultural backgrounds, the
food plays a very crucial part in making
everyone happy. This is where a Caterer
can win his brownie points with choice of
menu for such a diverse guest list.
Budget
Apart from jewellery, food is the most
expensive part of a wedding, therefore
managing the budget and choosing the
best Caterer can be a task indeed.
Giving the best advice
A Wedding caterer should be one to
suggest and advice different menu, how
to accessorise the food and impeccable
presentation skills to leave your guests
impresses.
Serving with a Smile
The family members in India tries to
interact and pamper the guests during
the marriage but it becomes difficult
to physically serve the guests, hence
the caterers and stewards becomes the
extension of the family members. When
the guests are served with a smile with
a request of a second helping every now
and then, you know the marriage is a hit!!!

beautifully

landscaped

hotel

with

spectacular views of the snow-capped
Atlas Mountains is a blend of Indian
tradition and Moroccan style. The
hotel, which is located 20 minutes
from Jemaa El Fna, has 84 rooms,
suites and villas with 76 of them
having swimming pools and private
gardens. The Oberoi, Marrakech has
three restaurants featuring menu of
diverse International and Moroccan
culinary

experiences.

A

tranquil

retreat, the spa with an indoor pool is
located on a natural water body and
surrounded by orchards. The Oberoi
group operates 33 hotels along with
2 Nile cruisers and is also engaged in
flight catering and airport restaurants.

ENJOY YOUR CHAI IN A KULHAD
WITH THE RAILWAYS

R

ail passengers will soon be
served tea, snacks and meals
in kulhad and earthenware
plates at 400 major stations
across
the
country
in
deference to Prime Minister
Narendra Modi’s wish to make India free
from single-use plastic.
Khadi and Village Industries Commission
(KVIC) will provide 30,000 electric potter
wheels and grinding machines to make the
cups and to recycle/crush the earthenware,
its chairman, Vinai Kumar Saxena, told PTI.
“We are giving 30,000 potter wheels
this year that can be used to produce 2
crore kulhads and other terracotta utensils
daily,” he said, adding the process should
start within 15 days.
The Ministry of Railways has already
directed all Principal Chief Commercial
Managers of different Zonal Railways and
the CMD, IRCTC, “to further proliferate use
of locally-produced, environment-savvy,
terracotta products like kulhad, glasses
and plates for serving catering items at 400
railway stations across Indian Railways”,
said Saxena.
KVIC has earned kudos for its
‘Kumhar Sashaktikaran Yojana’ (Potters’
Empowerment Plan) which, the Commission
claims, has brought significant positive
change in the lives of potters across the
country.

Positive feedback
The Railways is already using pottery
products at Varanasi and Rae Bareilly
railway stations in Uttar Pradesh.
Consequent to its success at the two
stations, MSME Minister Nitin Gadkari had
written a letter to his Railways counterpart,
Piyush Goyal, for issuing necessary directives
to the officials concerned for adoption
of locally-produced pottery products for
serving tea, lassi and other food items in

earthenware, to enhance the income of
potters.
Saxena had urged the Railways ministry
to conduct an internal survey to get feedback
from Varanasi and Rae Bareilly stations,
where terracotta products are being used.
The feedback was reportedly very good
and plastic menace has been reducing at
both the stations, which made the railway
minister very happy, he said.
Referring to Kumhar Sashaktikaran
Yojana, he said till end-March 2019, KVIC has
already distributed 10,620 electric potter
wheels along with adequate blungers,
pug-mills and electric kilns, which produce
about 75 lakh kulhad and other terracotta
items per day. In his address to the nation
from Red Fort on Independence Day, Prime
Minister Modi had called to free India from
single-use plastic.

He had called upon citizens to give up
single-use plastic by October 2, the birth
anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi.
According to the Environment Ministry,
about 20,000 tonnes of plastic waste is
generated every day in the country of which
only 13,000-14,000 tonnes are collected.
Meanwhile, the Railways has set a target
of installing plastic water bottle crushers in
407 stations in metros and big cities.
Source : PTI & HinduBusinessLine

FESTIVAL AND FOOD

O

ne of the significant
festivals of Kerela; Onam
is an ancient festival,
celebrated to mark the
harvest season depicting
the end of monsoons. It
celebrates the homecoming of Asura King
Mahabali from Patal Lok, whose era was
considered the golden time of Kerala. All
the Malayalees get together with all the
exuberance and ecstasy. Malayalis across
the world celebrate this festival with grand
festivities. However, the best part of the
festival is obviously the food. The traditional
Onam Sadya, a feast that consists of 26
dishes is the main attraction with Malyalis
cooking it for friends and family. Sadhya is
a vegetarian thali prepared and served on
a banana leaf. The feast is to be consumed
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with the hands while sitting on the floor
cross- legged.
Sadhya is the soul of Onam celebration
at home and abroad and wherever the
Malayali community is. As the festival marks
the beginning of a new year for Keralites,
celebrates the new harvest of the year
and commemorates the visit of their most
worshipped King Mahabali, Onam Sadya is
evidently not just a festive meal.
Onam Sadya is a symbol of abundance.
Malayalis are so serious about the
significance of Onam Sadya that they
prepare this festive meal for grand feasting.
A single course of Onam Sadya has 24-28
dishes. The preparation can be so elaborate
that even 64 dishes are cooked for a meal
sometimes.
Eleven dishes are essential prepared

for Onam Sadya. Rice, coconut gratings,
coconut milk and coconut oil are the basic
ingredients in most of the dishes. The meal
is traditionally served on banana leaves and
consumed in one sitting. Keralites eat the
festive meal with hands. Spoons and forks
are not used at the time of feasting in most
households.
Onam Sadya Menu
The Onam Sadya items are served one by
one on a banana leaf The feasting begins
with the ritual of offering the Onam Sadya
items to Lord Ganesha first. The festive
meal begins with rasam(soup) and ends
with payasam(dessert). The main dish is
boiled rice served with uppari,sambar,aviy
al,parippu,pullisseri,olan and pickles.Sadya
is the most balanced meal, full of nutritional

value, it is, in fact, one of the
healthiest thalis one can
have.
N Restaurants
and caterers are
flooded
with
ideas to serve
their customers
d u r i n g
the
Onam
Festivals. Most
of the 5 star
Hotels arrange
special Sadhya
meals keeping
in mind the
number of Non
Malayalis opting
to celebrate the
festival.
Unlike in the past,
where
families
come
together to cook and enjoy the
Onam sadhya, today local restaurants and
hotels organise ready-to-eat sadhyas. Even
food apps are full of choices for a home
delivery. This season is also a busy time for
neighbourhood caterers as most families
conveniently choose to enjoy the occasion
by outsourcing the Onam sadhya part as
its a time of the year when family members
staying aweay from the native place, visits
home.

For those travelling to the Gulf,even
airlines have started serving aunthentic
Sadhya meals in their in-flight menu.Caterers
are flooded with orders as even offices and
business gatherings are organised offering
Mega Sadhya for their key clients and staff.
Shefali Vyas HR for a MNC, says “ our
office organises Sadhya every year as a

symbol to get the staffs together and with
the generation of instagram and Facebook
we find most of them clicking the pictures
before indulging in the meal”
Let the spirit of Onam bring more health
and happiness and provide us the strength
to overcome adversities and keep our hopes
high.
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PROFILE

CHEF GAUTAM CHAUDHRY

C

hef

Gautam

represents
group

of

the

Chaudhry
exclusive

creative

chefs

who pioneered the trend of
Progressive Indian Cuisine.
Having started his career

with the Radisson Group, Chef Gautam
went on to work with The Oberoi’s. He
was instrumental in launching Threesixty
degrees at The Oberoi’s New Delhi, before
heading to Tanzore Restaurant & Lounge in
the very glamorous Beverly Hills, USA.
He came back to India and rejoined the
Radisson Group briefly. He followed this
with a long and successful stint with the
Hyatt Group through their Hyderabad and
Bengaluru properties. When in Bengaluru,
he

conceptualized

the

award-winning

restaurant The Pink Poppodom wherein he
reshaped the perception of Indian Cuisine
with his bold & contemporary cooking.
Chef Gautam had ventured into a
Food & Hospitality company “Demiurgic
Hospitality”, which is very well recognized.
“Demiurgic Hospitality”, operates various
cloud kitchens, restaurants and catering
division under the banner “The Catering
Inc.”. He is as well the operating partner in
“Giant Foods LL”, a catering company based
in Dubai and an operating partner in “38
Barracks”, an army themed restaurant in
Connaught Place, Delhi.
Achievements:
• Chef Gautam has been awarded with the
prestigious “Silver Hat Award” by “Indian
Culinary Forum”.
• “Tanzore Restaurant & Lounge”, which has
been conceptualized and launched by chef
Gautam got recommended by Michelin.
• “The

Pink

Poppodom”,

was

as

well

conceptualized and launched by chef Gautam,
which has won various awards and accolades,

including appreciation for “Best Modern Indian

Economic Times” for his luxury catering

Restaurant” by “BBC Good Food”.

venture.

• Chef Gautam was bestowed with “The

• “Hotelier India”, covered chef Gautam

Most Promising Entrepreneurs” by “The

in “Top 10 chef’s” of the country. It was an
honour to share the space in the article
with Chef Hemant Oberoi & Chef Ananda
Solomon.
• Have represented India in the most
prestigious

“Milan

Festival”

for

Indian

Cuisine.
• Chef Gautam in his younger days has
been an active athlete. He has won many
titles and awards including the national level
“Gold Medallist” in “Arm Wrestling”.
• Chef Gautam has been an active face on
media publications and has been covered by
various publishing houses. He has as well been
actively presented various cookery shows.
• He is a columnist and writes regularly for
magazines Hospitality Talk, Restaurant Biz
and Incredible Chef.
• Chef Gautam has been a speaker at many
places like “Indian National Congress’2017”,
“Food & Hospitality Talk, Bangalore’2014”, etc.
• Chef Gautam is a “WACS certified Judge”.
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FOOD FOR THOUGHT!

Y

oung Turks in India are
experimenting with unique
ideas to cater to the different
taste-buds and the demands
of the new age working class.
From Keto to Vegan food
options to online home deliveries, Catering
is the new age start up plan!!
In order to start up a catering business,
the first step is to decide what services you
are exactly going to provide. These days the
demand for healthy/ Vegan/ KETO foods are
very high, so one may include such items
in order to generate customers fromthe
health-conscious groups. A proper R&D
is necessary to get a prior market
research about the kind of service
and dishes that are in trend, and
later in accordance with that you
can niche out the kind of service
you will offer as in the catering
business.
Having a budget for the
catering
business
includes
things like, manpower, Kitchen
equipments, transports, and then
the paperwork and the licenses. A
considerable budget must be drawn keeping
in mind the current market rates, However,
the budget might vary in accordance with
the needs and choices.
For financial support one may opt for a
bank loan as Banks do have small business

loan schemes by which you will be able to
get the loan amount without any much
hassle, so look out for the proper bank
schemes and offers in accordance with your

city or country.
When it comes to catering business one
needs to acquire a business license from
their respective state. The person also needs
to pass the food and kitchen inspection
conducted according to your country or
state law. One needs to also look for health
insurance of the employees in case of an
injury. Catering business needs a strong and
right kind of manpower to settle down in the
long run. So hiring the right kind of people
who have the patience to work during the
rush hours and ready for flexi timings are
most important. Hiring a cook and the
kitchen assistants, delivery boys who
will be able to drive the food to the
customers, and the other serving
staffs are needed for the parties and
events. Its also equally important to
check the employee reference just
to make sure that they are reliable
and knows the pros and cons of the
catering industry.
Promoting a service plays a major
role in business, if the budget allows one
can advertise conventionally however, with
current social media, one has a number of
ways to promote their brands. Gathering
a few initial clients who can comprise of
friends, families or immediate collegaues, its
just a matter of few days that the business
of fodd will start rolling. As they say, there is
no sincere love than the love for food.

JOIN THE HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY

C

atering is a part of the
hospitality industry. Most
popular
colleges
offer
catering courses as part of
their Hospitality & Travel
courses but there are some
educational institutes that offer full-fledged
catering courses.

Candidates can pursue catering courses
at the undergraduate (UG) or postgraduate
(PG) level. Apart from these degree courses
aspirants can also pursue diploma and
certificate courses in the field of catering.
Catering courses offered at the UG
level are mostly of three years duration.
Popular UG level courses in catering include
BSc in Catering Science and Hospitality
Management, BSc in Hotel Management and
Catering Technology, BSc in Catering
and Hotel Administration, Bachelor of Hotel
Management and Catering Technology,
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Bachelor of Catering Technology and
Culinary Arts, BBA in Hotel and Catering
Management, BBA with Diploma in Hotel
Management, Catering Technology and
Tourism, BBA in Hotel Management,
Catering Technology and Tourism, BCom
with Diploma in Hotel Management, Catering
Technology and Tourism, etc.

On the other hand, candidates can
pursue catering courses at the PG level
as well. The duration of catering courses
offered at the PG level range from 1 year
to 3 years. Some popular PG level catering
courses are MSc in Hotel Management and
Catering Science, MSc in Hotel Management,
Catering Technology and Tourism, MSc in
Hotel and Catering Management, MBA in
Hotel and Catering Management and similar
courses.
Apart from these courses, in the sphere
of catering technology aspirants can also

pursue diploma courses such as Post
Graduate Diploma in Hotel Management,
Catering Technology and Tourism, Advanced
Diploma in Hotel and Catering Management,
Diploma in Catering Management, Diploma
in Catering Science and Hotel Management,
Diploma in Catering Technology and the
likes.
Required Skillset for Catering Courses
In order to make a career in the field of
Catering, candidates need to possess a
service minded approach. Some key skills
that an aspirant should possess when they
consider pursuing a catering course are
listed below:
• Responsible
• Discipline
• Ability to adjust in any situation
• Outgoing personality
• Pleasant personality
• Polite demeanor
• Flair for creativity
• Customer oriented approach
• Ability to be committed and dedicated to
a task
• Willingness to work long and odd hours
• Confidence
• Good listener
Catering Courses Eligibility Criteria
Candidates are eligible to pursue a Catering
course offered at the UG level if they have
completed their 10+2 from a recognised
board with passing marks. On the other
hand, to pursue a PG course in the field of
catering, candidates need to be graduates.
Here, aspirants who possess a graduation
degree in hotel/ hospitality management are
preferred. But candidates from other fields/
streams are also eligible to apply for PG level

catering courses.
Here’s a list of top ten Hotel Management
colleges in India, according to an exclusive
survey of India Today:
• Institute of Hotel Management, Catering
and Nutrition (IHM), Pusa
IHM Pusa is known to be the top hotel
management institute in the country for
the last 6 years in a row because of its
placements, faculty, discipline and students.
The Institute is governed by the National
Council for Hotel Management and Catering
Technology set up by the Ministry of
Tourism, Govt. of India.
• Welcomgroup Graduate School of Hotel
Administration

Manipal Academy of Higher Education
is synonymous with excellence in higher
education. Over 28,000 students from 57
different nations live, learn and play in the
sprawling University town, nestled on a
plateau in Karnataka’s Udupi district. It also
has nearly 2,500 faculties and almost 10,000
other support and service staff, who cater
to the various professional institutions in
health sciences, engineering, management,
communication and humanities which dot
the Wi-Fi-enabled campus.
• Institute of Hotel Management, Catering
Technology and Applied Nutrition (IHM),
Mumbai
The Institute of Hotel Management, Catering

Technology and Applied Nutrition, Mumbai,
the first of its kind in South East Asia was
founded in the year 1954 by the All India
Women’s Central Food Council under the
leadership of Late Smt. Lilavati Munshi.
• Institute of Hotel Management, Catering
Technology and Applied Nutrition (IHM),
Bangalore
Founded in 1537 by a local chieftain Kempe
Gowda, Bangalore has seen much and
imbibed even more. Rapid industrial growth
has not taken away Bangalore’s old-world
charm. A stay and study here will be truly
delightful. Known as the Garden city and
Silicon Valley of India, Bangalore offers an
ideal environ for academic pursuits.
• Institute of Hotel Management, Catering
Technology and Applied Nutrition (IHM),
Hyderabad
This Institute was established in the year
Continue on page 23

RECIPES
BENGALI
TORKARI

SUNDAY

BREAKFAST

LUCHI

•
•
•
•

Mustard seeds -1 tsp
Fenugreek seeds -1/2 tsp
Red chilli -1
Curry leaves – few

Preparation
• Peel the skin and chop plantain and yam
into medium size pieces.
• Grind the ingredients given under grinding
to a smooth paste and keep it aside.
• Whisk curd and keep it ready

Ingredients
• Wash and Peel the potatoes (4 nos) Set
aside.
• Chop one large onion.
• In the cooker, heat 4 spoon of mustard
oil, once the oil is hot, add one spoon Panch
foron (blend of 5 spice) easily avaiable in the
market.
• Add the onions and fry for sometime till it
becomes transparent.
• Add the potatoes and mix.
• Add salt (as per taste)
• one pinch turmeric powder
• one spoon of red chilly powder

Method
• Pressure cook plantain and elephant foot
yam (senai) with pepper powder, salt, chilli
powder, turmeric powder for 1 whistle using
less water. If there is water, cook until it
evaporates.
• Mash the vegetables. Lower the heat and
add curd/yogurt. Simmer and cook.
• Add the ground paste, cook for a few
seconds on low flame and remove from
heat.
• Heat a tbsp of coconut oil, add mustard
seeds, when it splutters, add fenugreek
seeds, red chilli, curry leaves and pour it
over the kalan.
• Serve it with hot rice.

KALAN – SADHYA SPECIAL

Seasoning
• Coconut oil -1 tbsp
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FISH PATURI

DAL MAKHANI- MAH KI DAAL

Preparation
Add enough water to cover the potatoes.
Cover the pressure cooker lid and boil till 5-6
whistles. Open the lid once cool and smash
a few potatoes. Serve hot with Puris/ Luchis.

Ingredients
• Plantain -2
• Elephant foot yam (senai)- 250 grams
• Pepper powder – 1/2 tsp
• Chilli Powder -1 tsp
• Turmeric powder – a generous pinch
• Yogurt/Curd -1 1/4 cup
• Salt as required
• For Grinding
• Grated Coconut – 1/3 cup
• Cumins seeds/Jeerakam -1 tsp
• Green chilli -3

masher/ladle and mash the lentils well.
Meanwhile, in a saucepan, add butter (or 1
tsp oil) along with cloves, cinnamon, cumin,
turmeric, cumin-coriander powder,bay leaf,
ginger-garlic paste, chillies and onions.
Saute until aromatic and onions gets soft.
Add the Tomato puree, close the lid. Now
add the lentil mixture, Reduce the heat to
simmer, add salt close the lid and slow cook
for 15-20 min. Stir occasionally to avoid the
lentils from sticking to the bottom. dd the
fenugreek leaves along with cardamom
powder, stir and then add the cream.
Cook for few more minutes and serve hot
garnished with Naan/ Roti.

Ingredients
• 1 cup whole black lentils ( whole black
Urad dal )
• 1/4 cup Bengal gram
• 1/2 cup Kidney beans
• 1 tsp cumin seeds
• 1-2 tsp green chillies, sliced thinly
• 1 tsp ginger garlic paste
• 1 tsp cumin-coriander powder
• 1 tsp cardamom powder
• 1 medium red onion
• 1 tsp dried Fenugreek leaves ( Kasuri Methi
)
• 3 tbsp butter (or 1-2 tsp of vegetable oil)
• 2-3 cloves
• 2” cinnamon stick
• 1 Bay leaf
• 1/2 tsp turmeric powder
• 1 cup tomato puree
• 1 cup cream
• salt to taste and cilantro to garnish
Preparation
Soak the lentils and kidney beans overnight.
Cook them in a pressure cooker for 3-4
whistles. It alright to cook longer cos its
hard to spoil this dish. The long cooking
also enhances the flavor for this dish. Cook
until cooked, almost mushy. Take a potato

Ingredients
5 to 6 big pieces of fish (preferably boneless)
• Lemon(juice of 1 lemon)
• Salt (as per taste)
• Turmeric (A pinch for colour)
• mustard seeds (1/2 cup)
• Poppy seeds (1/2 cup)
• Banana leaves
• Mustard oil (3 to 4 tbsp)
• 2 tbsps of fresh dessicated coconut
(optional)
• Marinating the fish
• Marinate the fishes with salt ,turmeric and
lemon juice for 15 minutes.
• Making mustard paste
• Wash the mustard seeds and poppy
seeds in water for 2 minutes and strain.
• Add little salt.
• Add 1 green chilly or 2 to 3 depending on
how much spicy you want the dish to be.
• Add coconut (optional) to the mixture.
Preparation
• Grind in a grinder into a smooth paste .(It
will take 2 to 4 minutes)
• If you cannot handle spice strain the paste
with a strainer so that the seed coating of
the mustard seeds are removed.
• Add two tbsp of mustard oil to the paste
and mix.It will add zing to the spice.
• Steaming the fishes
• Coat the marinated fishes with the spices .
• Wrap each piece in a piece of banana lef
and tie with a thread.
• Steam in a steamer for 15 to 20 minutes.
• Serve with steamed rice.
“Wanna share your unique recipes with us?
Mail us at exhibitionindia2020@gmail.com

MIND YOUR MENU INFLIGHT!!

F

aten your seat belt and
lets go back in time when
complimentary food and drink
on airplanes was free-flowing
and plentiful. Nowadays, it’s a bit
more hit and miss.
A couple of decaded age with Air India
and Indian Airlines taking the lead, in-flight
meals were truly in a league of their own.
Today ur taste buds are becoming
more sophisticated and we’re a generation
obsessed with sharing everything on social

thing of the past with hardly few providing the
same. Flights like Indigo has a set menu where
they customers pay tripple the charge for a
Cuppa Noodle or a piece of cake.
“I was a Platinum members of Jet Airlines
and never had an issue with their meals,
however nowadays I finish my meals at
the Airport Lounge and then board a flight
to avoid the same set of food as I fly twice
a week at least” Says Debdoot Das, Head
Strategy House Of Hiranandani.
With limited food option onboard, people

by a fellow passanger and the staucnh
smell engulfed the entire plane, I wasnt
able to breathe, it was an uncomforable
experience” says Padmini Roy an ex banker
residing in Mumbai.
Tapan Kumar Das shared his experience
in Emirates while travelling to Europe “ the
inflight international food & beverage from
Dubai to London was satisfying but regional
cuisine from Dubai to Kolkata was simply
excellent especially the Bengali dishes
served were equivalent to 5 star hotels”

Debdoot Das

Tapan Kumar Das

Padmini Roy

media, including the good and not so inflight
meals. Today its a matter of major concern for
theairlines to serve up something more eye
pleasing and facebook-friendly.
The first in-flight meals were served in 1919
on the Handley-Page London to Paris route. It
was very exotic; a packed lunch consisting of
a sandwich and some fruit. Today a toddler
prefers to snack on a packet of chips rather a
meal witn idli sambar.
With the goodbye of Jet Airlines, the facility
of free (ahem) inflight meals have become a

prefer carrying their own “dabbas” something
which was earlier restricted to railways. “ I
always carry a fruit while travelling as I have
air sickness and the thought of food makes
me feel nauseated, says Gita Nandy who
travels to USA frequently.
Though a larger number of passengers
prefer to carry their own food, at times it
can cause a major discomfort for the fellow
travellers.
“I remember I was shocked by a strong
garlic smell of a certain food being eaten

We suggest :
Carrying your lunch box may seem a good
idea and always advisable with kids, but
once you’ve passed security, its always a
good idea to munch some snacks from the
food court at the airport. Though it may
be a little heavier on the pocket but either
way, they’re much better value than the inflight menu. Keep in mind while preparing
the tiffin box as one must be aware of the
neighbouring people and spare them the
terror of malodorous odour.
October 2019 / FAIC News
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HOW IS CATERING CHANGING
THE BUSINESS OF RESTAURANTS?

C

atering as a segment refers to
creating a special experience
for clients/diners, wherein
they visit a restaurant
to relish specialties of a
particular food concept in
a pre-defined set ambience. Therefore,
catering represents the art of bringing a
unique food concept to the table. Today,
caterers have become very experimental
with the food choices that they promise to
offer, coupled with innovative presentations
that speak volume of their expertise in food
business. On the other hand, restaurants
offer a permanent aesthetics that cannot be
customized.
I remember, a few years ago, restaurants
used to be the trendsetters in dining
concepts, driving the quality, consistency
and swag quotients of cuisines. However,
today, the situation has completely reversed.
Now, catering industry is flourishing and
defining trends, and driving the product
and consistency factors. Hence, catering is
adversely affecting the restaurant business.
Following are the some of the reasons for
this development:
• In the catering industry, as you deal in
larger volumes, the scope for financial gains
increases. When you serve a large number
of people, it yields higher margins. Whereas
a restaurant is not equipped to generate
high revenues due to restricted customers,
menu and space.
• A caterer delivers myriad choices and
spends high to be able to churn high
profitability, which in turn gives a free
spending hand to him/her.
• A restaurant generates lesser revenues on
everyday basis under the same condition visa-vis a caterer. A caterer puts into constant
efforts under different circumstances with
every single event—from selecting a menu,
choosing a set-up to handpicking ingredients
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and allocating manpower. It is a difficult task
at each stage, but brings in an element of
surprise as diners get the opportunity to see
and explore something unique for the first
time.
I once ventured into a catering company
to offer niche concepts to customers and
my approach was appreciated by all. In fact,
I was bestowed with the prestigious ‘The
most promising entrepreneur’ award by The
Economic Times in 2015.
The catering industry in India is worth
INR200 billion and the majority proportion
of the business herein is unstructured/
unorganized. The business gives high
returns, and hence becoming a very
lucrative opportunity for today’s generation
who want to delve in food business. Chefs
are coming up with new strategies and
concepts that are creating a buzz in the

market with each occasion with the freedom
to tweak a concept to serve to clients’ (read
customers’) needs. This way they are able to
explore more opportunities of showing their
talent.
As every positive comes with a rider,
the opportunities of making easy money
in the catering industry come with some
challenges, which are as follows:
• The
competition
has
started
mushrooming, and hence giving rise to
buyers’ market.
• When the scope is with the buyer, he
takes the liberty to reap maximum benefits
from the seller, leaving less room for the
latter to gain profits.
• The customer gets into details and the menu
items keep adding up, with high demands for
best quality food. This leads to the need for
specialist chefs for each cuisine or even subcuisines, which increases the cost.
• The arrangement of a set-up is another
big ticket. The investment that a caterer has
to do in a fancy set-up is very high and is
getting dearer with each passing day.
• Each and every cuisine is handled with
kids gloves and the buffet space is set up
like a five-star specialty restaurant. In any
luxury catering set-up, there are at least six
international and four–six local cuisines or
sub-cuisines.
• Owing to customers’ demands, caterers
are forced to get the best team members
(right talents) and hence the human resource
expense is very high.
The difference between ‘good’ and ‘great’
has always been attention given to details
in whatever you do. In catering business,
attention becomes a priority—a necessity
that cannot be ignored if you wish to
succeed.

Continue from page 21

1972 as Food Craft Institute, as a registered
society, under the State Technical Education
Department, Sponsored by Govt. of India and
Govt. of Andhra Pradesh. It was upgraded
into the Institute of Hotel Management in
1984 and in 1986 affiliated to the fold of
National Council for Hotel Management.
• Banarsidas Chandiwala Institute of Hotel
Management and Catering Technology
BCIHMCT is maintaining Top Ten Rank from
last Seven years successively among India’s 10
best professional Hotel Management Colleges
in the Country by Outlook-MDRA, (2010, 2011,
2012, 2013, 2014, 2015 and 2016).

• Institute of Hotel Management, Catering
Technology and Applied Nutrition (IHM),
Chennai
The Institute of Hotel Management Catering
Technology and Applied Nutrition, Chennai
was established in 1963 jointly sponsored
by the Government of Tamil Nadu and the
Govt. of India at national Level as one of
the Pioneer Institutes in India for imparting
quality training in Three Year Diploma
Course in Hotel Management and Catering
Technology and also in various allied Craft
Certificate Courses of 6 months duration.
• Department of Hotel Management

- Christ University
Department of Hotel Management, Christ
University is a part of Christ University
and approved by UGC and NAAC. Christ
University, Hotel Management was chosen
to be the most preferred college in the
country for hospitality studies in 2010.
• Army Institute of Hotel Management
and Catering Technology (AIHMCT)
Army Institute of Hotel Management and
Catering Technology is one of the Leading
Hotel Management Institutions in Imparting
Hospitality Education with Vision of “Quality
Education”.
• Institute of Hotel Management, Catering
Technology and Applied Nutrition (IHM)
Established in the year 1969 as a Food
Craft Institute and upgraded to an Institute
of Hotel Management in the year 1980 to
conduct the 3 years Diploma course.
Article Source : Shiksha.com/ Indiatoday.in

RURAL WEDDINGS IN INDIA

W

eddings
are
considered as the
most
important
celebration
in
an Indian family.
Marriages in villages
have a special charm that is rare to find in
city marriages. Most of the marriages in
villages are arranged marriages and the
rituals and customs are considered very
important.Though India being a country of
diverse rituals and communities, every part
of the country has significantly different
rituals during their marraiges. Each wedding
has its rituals and follows their respective
traditions. The common factor however
for every rural wedding is undoubetdly the
food.
Though all the gloss and glamour of the
city marriage may be missing in a village
marriage the fun and enjoyment can be
found in abundance because people
participate in the dance, song and other
programs. Even people from other villages
come and join the wedding ceremony.

Unlike the wedding planner in city
marriages here the family members takes
the entire responsibility to set up everything
perfectly. They themselves look after the
various departments of marriages. They
themselves decide about the menu, the
venue decoration and how the guests will be
entertained. In these marriages, may be the
glamour and gloss may be missing but the
fun and enjoyment are constantly found in
abundance. As people come and participate
in song and dance program, fun and feast.
Depending upon their belief, people in
villages organize a number of pujas before
the wedding, to ensure the smooth conduct
of the ceremony. After the marriage, they
conduct certain rituals to ensure that the
newly wed couple leads a prospered life
forever. If you go deep into the rural areas
of the country, you would witness huge
differences in the same rituals, because
people in the villages are very particular
in following the customs that are native to
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their community.
While the wedding food may lack the glits
and glamour of the cities, one will always
agree that the menu and the taste of a rural

wedding will indeed outshine that of a 5 star
wedding.
Rural weddings still has the old charm
of village women getiing together to cook
together,
Depending upon the financial status,
the grandeur of the wedding ceremony
varies. For instance, if the families of the
prospective bride and the groom are not
financially well settled, they would restrict
the wedding to a short affair, on the other
hand, if it is the wedding of a renowned
person of the village, who is financially well
settled, then the wedding would be just
like a festival for the village, wherein every
villager is invited to mark his/her presence
and grace the occasion.
Today even rural people outsource
caterters during wedding, however the
choice of food is limited and restricted in
compared to urban weddings. The real fun is
however to witness the fun and banter that
takes place if the food is taken care of by the
family. A large number of family members
mostly comprising of women starts
preparing the night before. They usually hire
one or two professional cook and do the rest
themselves. The food has a charm of its own.
The meals are served by young boys mostly
the cousins and immediate neighbours who
become part of the family. Many customs
refrain from serving Non Vegeterian food
during marriages so mostly in villages one
can find different types of vegeterian dishes.
Marriages in villages are a fun filled
environment where all the family members
along with relatives come together to
be a part of the ceremonies. The mass
participation by the village people in the
songs, dance and entertainment programs
add much more fun to the ceremony. The
wedding venue like the temple, church ,
mosque or palace wedding in villages gives
a special feature to the village marriages.
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SCION OF TANDOOR ART

M

unnilal
Tandoors
Pvt. Ltd. is one of the
foremost names in
tandoor
business.
Munni Lal, the owner
of the company, have
spent 54 years nurturing the art of making
tandoors. He talks about his journey that
made him achieve beyond his expectations,
which led him contributing significantly to
the concept of tandoori food on the global
food map.
Munni Lal was born to a humble family,
which used to live in the bylanes of old Delhi.
According to him, his family was involved in the
making of clay pots for two generations. His
grandfather used to make such pots, which
were extremely popular in different parts
of Delhi way back in the 1940s and 1950s.
When Munni Lal was young and studying
in his seventh standard, he had to leave his
studies to support his father in the clay craft
work. Hence, his entry into a working life
began at a tender age of 14. However, with
many challenges and opportunities on his
way, he has emerged as a winner to establish
himself as one of the foremost names in the
making of tandoors, not only in India but also
worldwide. Munnilal Tandoors Pvt. Ltd., is a
name now synonymous to quality tandoors
and very much revered in the hospitality
industry and beyond.
In the current scenario, tandoor is seen
one of the most important element of any
Indian commercial kitchen. In more ways
than one, a lot of credit goes to Munni Lal
who has ensured that the art of making
tandoor flourished with the golden touch of
his hands that crafted countless tandoors
over the past 50 years. Let’s delve into his
journey over the years and his dreams for
the future.
Q. When you had to support your father
for making tandoor at an early age,
were you fond of the clay craft? Didn’t
you miss going to the school?
A: It was a difficult scenario for my family. I
had no choice and therefore, it didn’t cross
my mind whether I was upset about leaving
the school. I was not even interested as such
about the craft and my aim was to support
my father. However, my father found ways
to build my interest. I was involved as a
helper to begin with, while he along with his
brothers used to make small pots with clay
and address occasional tandoor orders that
they received. Soon after, I was lured to start
making tandoors for home purpose and later
big ones with a promise that money earned
through those tandoors would be mine. This,
somehow, gave me an ambition to make
good tandoors. This is how I started my
journey in the tandoor business.
Q. What are your memories of the
initial years in the business?
A: When I started learning about the
varied kinds of clay craft that they
we were involved in, it gave me a
lot of confidence. As I was growing
up, I gathered much experience
to build a tandoor on my own. At
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the same time, the hotel industry was also
beginning to rise. Food service demands led to
a rise in demand for tandoors as well. So, our
family started getting more tandoor orders
from the initial hotels that were flourishing
in Delhi. People liked our products and were
assured of the quality. While my grandfather
also made tandoors, they lacked the finishing
touch. My father and his elder brother made
tandoors giving them a finish that hotels loved
instantly. They also started making them as
per the requirements of the hotels—changing
and tweaking the designs, which ensured that
kitchen professionals started recognizing us as
quality tandoor makers.
Q. How did your professional journey
actually begin that established your
name as the finest tandoor craftsman?
A: It was in the year of 1980 that an
Australian gentleman came to our shop
and asked me to make three tandoors
for him that he would take to
his country. He figured out
that (the importing of
tandoors in Australia
are banned, due to
hygienic reasons)
transportation
itself would cost
him a fortune let
alone the trouble
of installing them
in his restaurants. I
always had a dream
of visiting a foreign
land and know the
world and the cuisines.
I never thought an
opportunity was right
there. He offered me a
proposition that I go with
him to make tandoors
for him in Australia for
which he would pay me as
well. Although it was a great
proposition (and a dream come
true) for me, my father didn’t
agree to the idea. I was married
then with two daughters.

However, my father-in-law supported my
ambition and convinced my father of my
decision. Soon, I was in Melbourne. That
was the first push I got in my career where
I received appreciation and money for my
creations. I could then see the future of
this industry and there was no looking back
since then.
Q. Tell us more about the scene in
Australia during your first visit and the
way that created a new path for your
career.
A: Way back then in Melbourne, there were
about one or two Indian restaurants. In fact,
I was told that each state of the country had
merely a couple of Indian restaurants i.e., in
the 1980s. I was amazed to see that so many
Australians were enjoying Indian food at
one of the Indian restaurants during dinner
time. In fact, the waiting queue was so long

Munni Lal, The Founder

for indoors that people would park their
long cars outside and would rather enjoy
meals there with their beers. I realized the
importance of Indian cuisine in Australia. I
stayed in the city for two-and-a-half months.
During that time, I did a recce for the right
kind of soil, purchased it and made tandoors
for the person who took me there. I would
have made roughly 15 tandoors (with
more orders pouring in as soon as other
restaurateurs realized the opportunity they
had) in that period and earned handsomely
in comparison with what I used to in Delhi.
Later on, I travelled to Australia for six–
seven times, along with my family in some
occasions, exploring the country and making
tandoors.
Q. How did you establish yourself in
Delhi, or rather in the Indian hospitality
circuit?
A: After I returned from my first trip to
Melbourne, I purchased a scooter for
myself to ease my transit challenges. I
began promoting my products extensively.
A couple of years later, in the early 1980s,
Delhi was getting ready for the Taj Mansingh
hotel. I landed with tandoor orders for the
hotel for the sheer recognition that I had
earned until then. This was the first step in
the direction of establishing my name in the
five-star hotel circuit. This led to one order
after another and the tandoor business
flourished—with the grace of God I never
had to look back since then.
Q. How many countries you have

visited so far for the purpose of
setting up tandoors? What have been
your cherished memories of those
assignments?
A: My work took me to several places—
London, Australia , The USA, Germany,
Singapore, China, Sri Lanka, Dubai, Malaysia,
Thailand, Seychelles, Canada, Singapore
and many others. Each journey gave me
an opportunity to learn new things, about
the country’s culture and the happiness of
experiencing the acceptance and love for
the Indian cuisine. I enjoyed traveling and
loved the way different people approached
and respected the tandoor craft. I now feel
that tandoor cuisine has come of age. The
experiences made me realize how things
are getting automated—even smallest of
hand-based work in the hospitality domain.
Q. How is your tandoor different from

that of others’, and what proposition do
you offer?
A: In 2009, when I established Munnilal
Tandoors Pvt. Ltd. as my owned entity, after
detaching myself from other ventures that
I did with my brothers, I had a clear dream
of establishing this brand as the best in
tandoors. The difference in our tandoor is
in our clay recipe, style of making (following
my grand father’s recipe), shape of the
tandoor, which makes our Tandoor 10 times
more durable than others. Each of the
tandoors are hand-crafted. Our products
are customized and are certified by NSF (The
USA) and LC (conforms to CSA Standards)
(Canada). The fact that we are exporting our
tandoors to over 30 countries is a testament
of our quality products, which distinguishes
us from others. I personally don’t believe in
competition; my sole intention is to create
better products for the industry with each
passing year.
Q. What are your expectations?
A: I have achieved a lot over the years. Now,
my two sons— Raju Prajapati and Rahul
Prajapati—are taking the responsibility with
élan. They are the new blood and taking the
tandoor craft to a new direction. I am always
there with them for guidance, but now
they are the captains of this ship, I want to
enjoy the sail. Until now, I have been doing
everything by hand and now, they plan to
automize the production which would take
the quality even higher. Now, my wish is
to see the company go from strength to
strength.

FESTIVE SEASON AND
CATERING IDEAS

C

ome October and the country
would be immersed in the
festive
spirit!
Beginning
with nine-day long Navratri
culminating with Dussehra
and Durga Puja followed by
Karvachauth, Diwali and then Christmas
festivities – India would see an unending buzz
of festivals and celebrations throughout these
three months until the start of a NEW YEAR.
Festivals, especially in India bring
lucrative opportunities for restaurant
owners and caterers to shoot their sales up
and create some buzz. Festivals are the time
when you can attract festive-frenzy crowd
who does not hesitate to splurge more and
thus boost your restaurant sales.
We bring to you a quick few ideas that
could help your business of FEEDING THE
FOOD soar high:
Mark your calendar
Any festive promotion of the restaurant
sales requires planning at least a month
in advance. From resource allocation to
planning the menu to budget marketing strategizing your business can fetch you
results.
Market your efforts
Communicate your offers
before the festive season
starts. Spread the word of
your restaurant largely.
Tell your customers in
advance about various
offers through SMS, social
media promotions, radio
announcements or banners.
You can even bring in standees
to promote about your special
items. If you have right marketing
strategy in place you can enjoy the crowd
influx at the right time.
Festival-specific menu
A planned menu becomes a
necessity during festive
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season. No, you don’t have to do so much
brain-storming. All you need to do is recreate
authentic flavours of the festival and watch
your sales go up. During Navratri, Diwali or
Christmas, you can create the festive-friendly
recipes to go with the celebratory mood.
Add the surprise element
For the festive season, try new ways to
keep your customers engaged by surprising
them. It might be adding new occasionrelated variety in your menu, organizing
some event, or introducing a new offer to
retain your customers’ interests.
Create a festive mood
Make your customers feel good with
decorations not just inside but outside your
restaurant.
Loyalty earns extra
Try getting some special offer for those loyal
customers who buy a lot from you. Such
schemes can make your customers happy
and get them back to you.
Manage the footfalls
Festive season means increased footfall.
You should have the plan in place to manage
long queues at the billing counter and should
have extra space to accommodate to more
crowd. You can even execute a restaurant
management software to help you manage
festive rush with ease.
Go where the crowd is
Reach out to your crowd…set up temporary
stalls, food carts or food trucks under your
banner amidst the enthusiastic crowd. Don’t
miss this chance. This way you can feed
hundreds and earn thousands!
Including festivals in your restaurant
marketing planwould mean encashing
into the sentiments of your customers and
harness the happy crowd. Once you include
the above ideas you are sure to attract
overwhelming crowd during the festive
season and up your sales.

MAHARAJA CATERERS
FULL OUTSIDE CATERING

Maharaja Caterers
236, Sonkhiyon ka Rasta, Kishanpole Bazar, Jaipur - 302001
Phone: 2315977(O), 2411036(R), Fax 0141 2314649
Mobile:
9829136137 (Anil Sonkhiya)
9413343517, 9314010320 ( Sunil Sonkhiya)
Email: sunilsonkhiya1995@ymail.com
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A

FOOD BUSINESS
AIN’T ANY
CAKE-WALK!

wise man once bellowed

The road so far has been both extremely

retirement parties and so on.The good

loud – “There is no business

challenging and rewarding at the same time.

part of our journey has been the fact that

like

business”.

In the last 2 years we have had the privilege

we were ready to roll up our sleeves and

Sounds so convincing right?

the

food

to start from small 30 people house-parties

work for the success of the events and not

And also sounds like a

and gradually grow up to managing 3,000

create a wall called “Who does what?” It is

cake-walk business model

plus people not only serving food but also

imperative to consider the fact that startup

to make good money while you enjoy the

decorating themes for birthdays, weddings,

food venture owners DO NOT have the

delicacies?Now let’s just step aside and

engagement, carnivals, festive gatherings,

luxury of just getting work done and not

take a peep into the real game of food and
events business. As it may look tempting
to have a catering and event management
business under your hat, it is actually a

doing it with their own hands. The nature of

mind-crunching, muscle-wrenching and a

work may call upon you to be doing anything

bone-breaking exercise you are signing up

at all when the need arises – for example

for! Hey don’t stop reading yet, since if done

picking up soiled cutlery, cleaning tables,

well and in an organized way – it definitely

picking up gas cylinders on your shoulders

would bear great results “gradually”.

and also going in the “not so cool” markets

My wife Mony is an event management

to pick up the requisites for an event.

veteran who is living her passion in

Coming back to how we built it from a

managing events for over 13 years! With

scratch, and among the first few things did

a multi-faceted experience of organizing,

was to find a very neat and clean rental

executing and making events a success

space for setting up our kitchen that had

across 3 continents, she has evolved as a

ample supply of water and electricity and

professional who is capable of running her

most importantly had natural light. The

own show. We started our events venture

next task was to find the right team of chefs

Mony’s Kitchen with the tagline “Events with

who would cook helpers who would cut,

Taste” in the year 2017 with the intent to

chop, etc. and the cleaning staff who would

follow the “hyper-local” approach and win

ensure absolute hygiene incessantly. After

appreciation from clients around Greater

figuring out this, the most important aspects

Noida and Noida and then evolve as a

to consider were what events do we cater

national player, followed by becoming a

to? So naturally since we were building a

global player in the coming years!

company that delivers seamless events and
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manages all miniscule details like catering, decoration,
music/DJ, themes, etc. we wanted to make sure we
had the right set of partners and vendors in place.
Having established that, we were in the 3rd month
doing approximately 10 parties a month that were
mostly birthdays, house-warming, small gatherings
of 30-50 people. By the 6th month we had graduated
to a level wherein people had developed confidence
on Mony’s Kitchen for organizing their engagement,
wedding, birthday parties where the headcount
would be 100 and above. I would the next 6 months
as our toughest testing times since although we were
winning great appreciation but there were stinging
challenges with workforce, decorative inventory,
food quality expectations, transport, etc. Then there
is competition who would offer do the same task at
half the cost and lure away prospect customers from
us, which slowly had a boomerang effect when our

clientele realized that they were being fooled by such
competitors just on the cost ease and actually being
given terrible quality and service.
The journey in the last one year has been very
rewarding for Mony’s Kitchen since not only we have
catered to personal events but also have organized
carnivals at schools, corporate meetings, society
festive gatherings where we have served food, theme
decorated, managed the music and made sure people
enjoy safely. The size of such gatherings has been
upto 3,200 people in the largest New Year celebration
event we managed last year in our own society. To
sum it up, it takes a lot of planning, hard task work,
impeccable time-management and the courage to
acknowledge constructive criticism just the way you
embrace appreciation!
Last but not the least, the fun part was that we
did not spend even a single penny on any advertising
medium of any format till date and want to keep it
organic as much as we can, since in the game of food
business - the “Word of Mouth” is the undisputed King.
You may feel the discomfort of growing slow once in
a while but have patience and save your marketing
money to shift to the next level or for a new launch
of services. The target is to market your business to
an audience that already knows you for your good
work, ethics and things that you do differently. Then
an exponential growth is inevitable!
Samir Tiwari
Co-Founder – Mony’s Kitchen.
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BUSINESS AVENUES

KSH

Redefining The Hospitality
Well done is better than Well said

Catering
Bar
Acessories
Chafing
Dish
Bakery
Equipment
Kitchen
Tools
Tableware
Sinages
K. S. Hotelwares

4212, Opp. Deputy Ganj, Pahari Dhiraj, Sadar Bazar, Delhi - 110006
Ph: +91-11-23557600, 23627418, 47087418 ... Mob : - 9599747214 Website: www.kshotelwares.com

BUSINESS AVENUES

4

P R E M I U M

Our new innovation for

The World of Catering

Special Offer for

members

valid till 31st October

Code-ML-A10

Munnilal Tandoors Pvt. Ltd.

DEALERSHIP APPLICATION INVITED

